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Fig1.  Distribution of observatories
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Fig.2  Extensometer  records  obtained  at  the  Donzurubou observatory. 



Fig.3  N-S components  of  strain  records  obtained  at  the 
Donzurubou,  the  Abuyama  and  the  Amagase  observatories. 

Fig.4  E-W components  of  strain  records  obtained  at  the Donzurubou, 
the  Abuyama  and  the  Amagase  observatories. 



Fig.5  Changes  of  the principal  strains  at  the  Donzurubou, the 
Abuyama  and  the  Amagase  observatories, 



Fig.6  A  Fault  model for the phase 2 
and principal strains calculated  for  
the Donzurubou, the  Abuyama  and  
the Amagase observatories. 

Fig.7  A  Fault  model for the phase 
4 and principal strains calculated  for  
the Donzurubou, the  Abuyama  and  
the Amagase observatories. 



 Table2 A fault model for the phase4. 
Strike            4
Dip
Depth  Top 1

        Bottom
Length
Width
Strike-Slip
Dip-Slip /year

 Table1 A fault model for the phase2. 
Strike 
Dip 
Depth  Top 

        Bottom 
Length
Width 
Strike-Slip 
Dip-Slip /year 

  Table3  Principal strains observed and calculated for the phase2. 
 Donzurubou Abuyama Amagase 

 Azimuth    Obs. 
              Calc. 

Contraction  Obs. 
             Calc. 

8.0E-7 
6.4E-8 

5.1E-7 
3.2E-8 

3.7E-7 
4.6E-8 

Extension    Obs. 
            Calc. 

6.7E-7 
5.0E-8 5.4E-8 

1.2E-8 
5.8E-8 

  Table4  Principal strains observed and calculated for the phase4. 
 Donzurubou Abuyama Amagase 

 Azimuth    Obs. 
              Calc. 

Contraction  Obs. 
             Calc. 

3.0E-6 
4.4E-8 5.6E-8 

4.6E-7 
6.6E-8 

Extension    Obs. 
            Calc. 

1.7E-6 
3.9E-8 

      2.0E-6 
3.7E-8 

2.8E-6 
6.6E-8 
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Unusual Change of the Crustal Strain Preceding the 1995 Hyogoken-nanbu Earthquake

Wataru MORII, Kensuke ONOUE, Kajuro NAKAMURA, Fumio OHYA,  
Yoshinobu  HOSO  and  Yasuo WADA 

 Synopsis 
 The crustal movement records obtained at plural observatories distributed in the 

central part of Kinki district show the unusual change of the crustral strain which were 
kept on from the end of 1989 to the beginning of 1995. At the first, the contraction in the 
direction of north and south turned to increment and kept on increasing about 2.6 years. 
After that, the increment of the contraction became still for 2 years and half a year 
before the 1995 Hyogoken-nanbu earthquake strain rates turned to extension. This 
alternate change of the strain rate could not be explained qualitatively by the pre-slip of 
the active fault which raised the Hyogoken-nanbu earthquake. We explained this 
alternate change of strain rate as a result of interaction between the Philippine Sea plate 
and the lower crust of the Kii-pen. We think that a partial sticking between the 
Philippine Sea plate and lower crust of Kii-pen may raise the increment of the 
north-south contraction. The north-south extension may be raised by a slow slip event 
occurred after the release from the partial sticking between the plate and crust. Based 
on this hypothesis, we estimate crustal strain changes using simple models. The results 
of the estimation showed that models used could explain the alternate change of the 
strain rate qualitatively.  

 Keywords: crustarl strain, plate tectonics, earthquake prediction 




